
L’Italia in autostop, due neozelandesi a Palse 

Italy hitch, two New Zealanders in Palse 

PORCIA The community of 

Palse has opened the door to 

two tourists exceptional, from 

the other side of the globe. A 

couple of friends and 

originating twenties students 

of New Zealand, made a stop 

in the village of Porcia, the 

other night, before embarking 

on a long journey to Italy by 

hitchhiking. Their presence, in 

the neighborhood where 

everyone knows everyone 

else, did not go unnoticed: to 

do the honors could not be that the committee "The memory of Palse Palse-in" memory, 

used to house the villagers emigrated each time returning to visit to the community. This 

time, the ties with the homeland have nothing to do: the two tourists, landed at Treviso 

airport, reached Porcia for a night refreshment. They hitchhiked from Conegliano to the 

exit highway, not far from Palse: seeing the tower lit up in the night, they headed toward 

the center of the hamlet. "We crossed them out by a preparatory meeting of the festivities 

for July Palsese - explain the committee -. A chat, two photos, beer and pizza kindly 

provided by the owner of Pizzeria New Bar, Livio Menegatti. " In the image that we publish 

the boys, after tasting one of the typical dishes of our tradition, displaying with pride and 

with a smile the flag of their homeland. But who are the two New Zealand friends? Jeff 

Jones, a native of Wellington (capital of New Zealand) is a student of computer 

photography enthusiast who delights in being a photographer for ceremonies, and while 

Caleb Coffrey, coming from a country north of the capital, he studied economics and 

finance. "They will shoot Italy hitchhiked for two months. They were headed in Palmanova, 

while subsequent stages will be Venice, Rome and then return. " In the face of the greatest 

danger perception than a few years ago, especially in light of recent attacks that shook 

Europe, it is admirable that there are young people ready to leave their country, 

backpacking, to accomplish an experience travel of this kind, with the purpose (in the case 

of two New Zealand) to visit Italy hitch, with all the difficulties and risks involved. (m.pa.) 

 


